
Conditional Animal Adoption Contract
This Contract is made and entered into on:_____________________________________

by Texas Animal Society, TAS (hereinafter referred to as "Society", and: ____________________________________________________(ADOPTER NAME)

Dog described as ID#: ___________________________________ SEX: __________________Color/Breed: ________________________________

Cat described as ID#: ___________________________________ SEX: __________________Color/Breed: _________________________________

Adoption fee:  ________________________________________

The Adoption fee includes vaccines for the first year, Spay / Neuter and microchipping.

In addition, I acknowledge that I am 18 years or older and I understand that I am bound by the following terms and conditions:

______ Initial Adopter  agrees that the animal is to be kept and used solely as a pet and Adopter  agrees to provide proper and sufficient food, water, shelter and 
compassionate treatment (care) for the animal at all times.

______ Initial Adopter  will NOT SELL or allow the animal to be used for purposes of vivisection, experimentation, dog  animal fighting or any criminal activity that abuses, 
neglects or injures this animal.

______ Initial
Adopter  will NOT permit the animal to run at large or to become a public nuisance.  Adopter  will immediately retrieve the animal from any public or private 
shelter when notified that the animal is being held at any such location.  In the event the animal becomes lost, Adopter  will make every reasonable effort and 
attempt to locate and claim the animal.  

______ Initial If Adopter  returns the animal to Society  for any reason, Adopter  will at no time assert any claim, charge or demand of any kind or nature against Society  for 
any charges which may have been incurred, including veterinarian fees, in connection with the animal.

______ Initial Adopter understands that information provided to be about the dog     /     cat   may have been received by Society  from third parties and that Society  does 
not warrant the accuracy or correctness of such information.

______ Initial
Adopter understands that Society  receives animals from various locations, in varying degrees of health, and Society  does not guarantee the health of this 
animal.  This animal may have been exposed to or carry Parvovirus, Panleukopenia, Ringworm or other contagious diseases.  Please have your pet examined 
by your veterinarian.

______ Initial Adopter will contact  Society  after a period of 7 days to confirm the animal is well incorporated in the family. Should there be any issues within these 7 days, 
Society will refund the adoption fee and meet the Adopter to collect the Animal.

______ Initial

Adopter understands that animals can be unpredictable and Society  cannot anticipate or insure against unexpected conduct of animals adopted from the 
Society .  Adopter  acknowledges that Society  has not made through its agents or volunteers any warranties regarding the future condition, temperament, or 
conduct of the animal.  Adopter hereby accepts the animals as is, assumes all risks and responsibilities associated with ownership of the animal, including 
bites, and Adopter  hereby fully and completely releases, indemnifies and hold harmless Society , its directors, officers, volunteers, and agents, from any claim, 
cause of action or liability of any sort or nature, whether known or unknown, directly arising out of or in connection with the adoption, care, or ownership, 
maintenance, retention, temperament, conduct or condition of the animal.

______ Initial
This animal is not altered at the time of release pursuant to the provisions of the Texas Health and Safety Code 828.002, Adopter  agrees and 
commits to having the animal sterilized on the scheduled date below or within 30 days from the date of this contract with Adopter’s personal  veterinarian.  
Adopter  further agreements to provide proof to Society  of sterilization with SEVEN (7) days of such procedure.  

______ Initial MY SURGERY DATE IS SCHEDULED FOR _____________________________  VOUCHER #: _____________________________________

BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT ON:________________________________________ I AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE TERMS STATED ABOVE.

__________________________________________ ____________________________________________
Adopter    Society Representative

DL OR ID #

Street Address

City ST ZIP Code

Phone  
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